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TECHNICAL RIDER 
contact: Manuel Schönfeld / +49-160 90685086 

 
The following details represent the technical optimum for our concert. In case 
you have no chance to fulfill all of our requirements please get in contact with 
us to speak about alternatives. Compromise solutions are always possible. 

 
PA / FOH 
- Good sounding and for the location capable PA 
- At least 19 mic-channels with inserts 
- Gates (3x minimum) and compressors (2x minimum) for drums and bass 
- One multi-effect/reverb for reverb on toms and snare 
- Venue needs to provide a competent sound technician 
 
Stage 
- Drumriser 3x2m / if possible 
- In case of Open Air concerts the stage needs to be roofed and well protected 
against rain and storm 
 
Power 
- 1 Phase 230V/16A 
- Please provide three power socket connectors per musician (Stage Plot) 
 
Lights 
- A remotely-controllable light system including a control desk 
- Venue needs to provide a competent light technician 
 
Monitoring 
- 3x floor wedges which can be controlled separately from each other 
- Please set them up at an optimal position for the guitar player, bass player 
and drummer 
 
Backstage 
- Separate room, dry and heated 
- Protected against unauthorized access 

Merchandising 
- Venue needs to provide a sufficiently illuminated and clearly visible area for 
band merchandise 
 
 
 
FRAMES – direct contacts 
Jonas Meyer / Git: +49-163 2523458 / jonas.frames@googlemail.com 
Manuel Schönfeld / Keys: +49-160 90685086 / manuel_schoenfeld@spv.de 
Hajo Cirksena / Bass: +49-176 70392681 / hajocirksena@googlemail.com 
Kiryll Kulakowski / Drums: +49-176 10080558, kiryll.kulakowski@googlemail.com 

 



 

 

INSERTS 
contact: Manuel Schönfeld / +49-160 90685086 

 

Ch Instrument Details Mic (proposal) Effects 

1 Kick  e602 II Gate 

2 Kick Limit Boundary layer 
(optional) 

Beta 91 Gate 

3 Snare Top Reverb / Gate / 
Compressor 
 

SM 57  

4 Snare Bottom (optional) SM 57  

5 HiHat  Condenser  

6 Tom1  e604 / Opus 88 Gate / Reverb 

7 Tom2  e604 / Opus 88 Gate / Reverb 

8 OH L  Condenser  

9 OH R  Condenser  

10 Ride (optional) Condenser  

11 Bass DI  DI (we’ll have one 
with us) 

Compressor 

12 Bass Mic (optional) e602 / D112  

13 Guitar Mic L 2x12 Stereo-Box e606 / SM 57  

14 Guitar Mic R 2x12 Stereo-Box e606 / SM 57  

15 Keys 1 L Master Keyboard  DI (included in the 
keyboard rack) 

 

16 Keys 1 R Master Keyboard  DI (key rack)  

17 Keys 2 L Nord Electro 3  DI (key rack)  

18 Keys 2 R Nord Electro 3  DI (key rack)  

19 Mic  For announcements SM 58  

20 Line PC / CD FOH Desk for Intro   

21 Line PC / CD FOH Desk for Intro   



 

 

STAGE PLOT 
contact: Manuel Schönfeld / +49-160 90685086 

 

 

  

 



 

 

MONITOR RIDER 
contact: Manuel Schönfeld / +49-160 90685086 

 
We need three floor wedges which can be controlled separately from each 
other. Please set them up at an optimal position for the guitar player, bass 
player and drummer.   

 

Guitar Monitor-Mix: 
- guitar player needs guitar, all keyboards and bass on his wedge 
 
 
Bass Monitor-Mix: 
- bass player needs bass, guitar and all keyboards on his wedge 
 
 
Drums Monitor-Mix: 
- drummer needs kick, snare, bass, guitar and all keyboards on his wedge 
 
 
Keyboard Monitor-Mix: 
- no wedge required 
- Keyboardist is doing all monitoring by his own 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CATERING RIDER 
contact: Manuel Schönfeld / +49-160 90685086 

 

We appreciate every little extra effort you’re doing. Thanks in advance!  

 

Drinks (for four persons. Available from load in till curfew) 
- non sparkling / sparkling mineral water 
- Softdrinks 
- Coffee 
- one case of beer 

 
Catering 
- Snacks (chips, bretzel sticks, cookies) 
- Sandwiches (ham, salami, cheese) 
- Fresh fruits 

 
Dinner 
- four warm dishes – one vegetarian!!! - or buy out.  

 


